
Instructions for a sewn school cone
Instructions No. 1360

Difficulty: Advanced

Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

This tulle bag's gonna need stitches! Thus the schooling becomes an unforgettable result. On the school bag you can sew
Chalkboard fabric or embroider the name of the child or apply a Motv. And the best thing is: After school enrolment, the
school bag turns into a great cuddly cushion!

Material
The school bag was made of

1 blank school cone, 1 wooden tip for the school cone, about 60 cm star fabric, about 68 cm plain Cotton fabric, 1 brown Felt
sheet, some Chalkboard fabric, embroidered fabric or the motif to be applied, serrated tape and a sponge.

You need as an aid

Sewing thread, Textile glue, temporary glue for textiles, a line ex-pen, fabric scissors, craft scissors, 1 pencil, chalk or a
crayon, Pins or Clover Wonder Clips, wrapping paper and a ca. 60 cm for making the Pattern, your sewing machine and iron.
It is best to choose a ribbon to go with the school bag, which can be used to close the filled bag on the day of school.



School gift bags-Use blank as Pattern-template



Arc shape: use as many auxiliary points as possible

Various fabrics: share Pattern !

finishPattern 

Now make a Pattern, by placing the blank on the edge of the wrapping paper sheet, holding the point with a steady hand and
rolling the school bag once around (the adhesive seam serves as orientation) and set a mark with a pencil at the height of the
upper edge. Now hold the blank and draw a line from the tip to the mark 
For the arc shape, set as many help points as possible on your Pattern, which you will later connect to form an arc 
If, as in the example, several substances are used, subdivide Pattern accordingly - here: 3 cut pieces 

Cutting & Sewing 

The individual pattern pieces are now transferred to the fabric with the help of the line-Ex pen. It is essential that a seam
allowance of 1 cm is included. The individual pieces of fabric are now sewn together at the curves. Fold the fabric seam
smoothly and, if desired, overstitch with a serrated tape.

Cut to size



For the cloth board you need a piece of felt of the size 14 x 18 cm and a piece of Chalkboard fabric of the size 12 x 16 cm. Now
position the Chalkboard fabric exactly on the felt piece and fix it

Sew fabric panel
The edge of the tablecloth is now quilted with white stitching just along the edge

Felt with wood look
In order to give the Felt still some wood look, further uneven decorative seams are quilted with brown sewing thread on the
Felt .

Alternative to the Chalkboard fabric
If you don't Chalkboard fabric have one available, you can make Cotton fabric Board paint one yourself. To do this, cut the
fabric to the correct size as described Cotton fabric above and brush it with Between the Board paint. applications let the
fabric dry well.
Also a nice idea is to cut one to size Cotton fabric and embroider it with the name of the ABC protector by hand Embroidery
twist or with the sewing machine 
Of course you can also sew on a motif. Ready-made appliqués are best suited for this. However, if you want to choose the
motif freely and cut it out of fabric, it is advisable to transfer and sew it on with iron-on fleece.



Sew on the fabric panel and Paint sponge
The Paint sponge is glued to a piece of serrated tape. Arrange the fabric board and the serrated tape with the sponge on the
school bag fabric, place the Ribbon with the sponge behind the board and fix everything with pressure-sensitive adhesive
(temporary spray glue) or with Pins . Now sew everything together with brown Yarn by a seam just at the edge of the inner
frame. The serrated tape can also be sewn directly to the edge of the board with white sewing thread.

Extra tip: To position the fabric panel perfectly 

For the exact positioning of the fabric panel on the school bag fabric we recommend working with temporary spray adhesive.
This is sprayed onto the back of the fabric panel. This allows the board to be repositioned again and again, and it sticks.
Another advantage: the sewing machine needle does not stick when sewing together 
Of course the fabric panel can also be fixed with Textile glue . When using Textile glue the fabric panel is not sewn on only
but is also securely fixed by the adhesive. Before continuing sewing, this glue must dry completely so that it does not stick to
the sewing machine needle.

Sew rosette
For the locking rosette a rectangular Fabric cut is required with a height of 35 cm. The fabric length is made up of the
circumference of the school bag opening and 2 cm seam allowance (approx. 61 cm). The circumference should be
determined exactly with the measuring tape. Turn the fabric inside out, fold in 1 cm on the long side twice, iron well and
topstitch the fabric edge with a straight stitch.



Finish of the School gift bag
Sew the fabric together at the short sides on links to form a fabric tube. Stitch the fabric shoulder bag and the rosette
together on the left side and finally sew. 

Finally everything can be turned around. Simply insert the school bag blank into the fabric for reinforcement, label the board
with the desired name or slogan and of course fill the bag! Finally, it is closed with a pretty ribbon.

After schooling: Make a pillow from School gift bag !
The ingenious thing about this sewn school bag is its reusability. After schooling, simply remove the blank and stuff the
school bag with filling cotton wool - and a great cushion is ready! The Chalkboard fabric can be labeled with a
permanentMarker, so nothing gets blurred when cuddling.

Must Have

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/fill-wadding-suitable-for-allergy-sufferers-1-000-g-a75489/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/fill-wadding-suitable-for-allergy-sufferers-1-000-g-a75489/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/edding-4000-matt-varnish-marker-a21124/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

704434-04 School gift bag from photo cardboardBlue 1

669290 Wooden end tip for School gift bags 1

650120-30 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmBrown 1

330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1

111324 Fabric/Textile glue 1

762090 Chalk marker, set of 5 1

391122 Clover Cloth Clips "Wonder Clips" 1

Cotton fabric "Stars Pastel", Nature

13,35 CHF
(1 m2 = 9,21 CHF)

 Item
details

Quantity:

0.2

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/cotton-fabric-stars-pastel-a113150/
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